INTRODUCTION
Let D C IRN be a bounded domain and suppose that its boundary 9D is partitioned into two parts Fo and F where F is relatively open with respect to c~D and satisfies an interior and exterior sphere condition.
In this paper we consider solutions to quasilinear problems of the form where is a uniformly elliptic operator with = and aij, bi E We are interested in the precise behaviour of u(x) as x approaches r.
The existence of such solutions under the assumptions listed below can be established by the method of upper and lower solutions together with (an extension of) the uniform estimates of [4] . For an argument of this type see for instance [2] . The function g(x, t) is supposed to grow sufficiently fast as t ---~ oo in the following sense. where h(x) is an arbitrary continuous and positive function in D and f (t,) is subject to the conditions (F-l)-(F-3) listed below.
Denote by F the primitive of f such that F(to) = 0 where, to = t' : f (t) f (T) for (F-2) imply that f is superlinear at infinity (cf. Appendix).
The special case L = A was treated in a series of papers ([4] , [5] , [6] , [1] , [2] ). In r(x) be the distance from x to F in the metric (1.4) . With ([5] , [2] , [6] ). This is a simple consequence of the asymptotic behaviour and the maximum principle.
Similar results were obtained by Veron [7] by a different method in the special case where L contains only second order terms and g = h( x) tP.
In the second part we derive the asymptotic behaviour of the derivatives of u( x) near F and extend results of [2] . In [1] .
With the notation of section 2.1, let xo be a point in U n D and set y' = Tx0(z(x0)). Let O denote the center of the ball B(x0) = {|y| 03C1(x0)} and let yo be a point in the interior of the segment Oy'. Recall Here n = vz is the outer normal at z(x) and 6r(~) is measured in the Euclidean metric.
In the general case n has to be replaced by A(z)vz =: ra (cf. Section The proof is straightforward and will be omitted.
